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The only possible ideals which are finitely generated as subalgebras of a free Lie algebra are 
the zero ideal or the whole algebra. This should not be understood as "all nontrivial ideals which 
have infinite rank are proper ideals". 
In this paper we prove that a nontrivial ideal which has infinite rank may be the whole algebra 
under certain conditions. 
1. Introduction 
It is proved by Schreier [3] that in a free group a nontrivial finitely generated sub- 
group which is normal has finite index. The same question was raised by A.I. 
Smel'kin in the context of free soluble groups. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for normal subgroups of a free soluble group to be finitely generated is given by 
Eidel'kind [2] and it is generalized to include the free polynilpotent case. An ana- 
logue of Schreier's result for free groups was proved for Lie algebras by Baumslag 
[1]. He proved that a nonzero finitely generated subalgebra which is an ideal in a 
free Lie algebra must be the whole algebra. 
In this paper we consider an ideal of a free Lie algebra L which has infinite rank. 
We consider the Lie algebras over a field K. The Lie operation is indicated by 
juxtaposition and we write 
a r. b=a(a(...(ab)...)) 
3f  
r 
where a, b are elements of a Lie algebra L. 
Let N be the set of positive integers. For n e N we denote by L n the nth term of 
the lower central series of L. Let {hi,  n2, . . . ,  nk} be the set of positive integers and 
let Ln, ..... nk be the term of the polycentral series of L with respect o the sequence 
{nl, ..., nk }. We say that L is free metabelian if there is a free Lie algebra F of the 
same rank as L such that L is isomorphic to F/F2,2. Let H be a Hall basis of F and 
X a set of free generators of F. Given any a ~ F expressed as a linear combination 
of these basis elements. By the degree of a we understand the degree of the minimal 
term of H which appears in that expression (minimal with respect to X) and denote 
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it by deg a. For m ~ ~q we write F m for the set of elements in F of degree m with 
respect o X. Let F=F l ~F2(~) - . -  be the grading of F induced by X. Then the 
elements of F m are called homogeneous of degree m. By (Y) we understand the 
subalgebra generated by a subset Y of F. 
2. Ideals which have infinite rank 
Every nontrivial ideal of a free Lie algebra which is finitely generated as a sub- 
algebra must be the whole algebra [1]. An ideal which has infinite rank may be the 
whole algebra under certain conditions. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a free Lie algbra and X a free generating set for F, and let 
F=F I~F2~ ... be the grading of F induced by X. Let Xl,X2,...,XmeX be pair- 
wise distinct and let Yl, ... ,Ym~F be such that y i -x i~F2for  i= 1,2, . . . ,m. For an 
element 0:/: u ~ F let l(u) be the homogeneous component of  u of  smallest degree 
with respect o X and let deg u denote the degree of  l(u). We set l(0) = 0, deg 0 = 0. 
Let A and L be the algebra generated by Y={Yl,.. . ,Ym} and Z={xl,. . . ,Xm} 
respectively and let ~0 :L~A be the unique epimorphism such that ~o(xi)=Yi for 
i= l, . . . ,m. 
(a) I f  u e L, then l(u) = l(tp(u)). 
(b) ~9 is an isomorphism. 
(c) For every sequence {nl,...,nk} of  integers with hi>2, i= 1,...,k we have 
A CIFn, . . . . .  nk  =An, ..... nk" 
Proof. Let H be a Hall basis of F with respect o X. Then/~r= HN L is a Hall basis 
of L with respect o Z. Also L=(LNF1) t~(LNF2)~ ... is the grading induced by 
Z. So the degree function with respect o Z is the restriction of the degree function 
deg to L. 
(a) We first prove by induction on the degree that if w cR ,  then w=l(w)= 
l(~o(w)). Let we/~r and yi=xi+fi for i= 1, . . . ,m where J~F2 .  
Let deg w = 1. Then w = xi for some 1 _< i_< m. So 
i(w) l(x +Z) = 
Let deg w > 1. Then w = ab where a, b ~ 1-7 and deg a, deg b < deg w. By induction 
hypothesis ~o(a) = a + a', ~(b) = b + b' and if r = deg a, s = deg b, then a" ¢Fr+ i and 
b' ~Fs+ 1 .Thus ~0(w)--- w+ c where c=a'b+ ab' + a'b' ~Fr+lFs+ FrFs+ 1 + Fr+lFs+ 1 c_ 
Fr+s+l and deg w=r+s.  Thus l(~(w))= w=l(w). 
Now let u:~0 and uEL.  These are wl, ..., Wk6fland nonzero al, . . . , ak~K such 
that u--a~w~ + ... + OtkW k. Without loss of generality we assume that deg w~_---<_ 
deg Wk. Let 1 _< t_< k be such that P = deg wl =-.. = deg w t and deg wj > P for j > t. 
Then 
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t 
l(u)=OtlWl+'"+OttWt, degu=deg ~ OtiWi=P, 
i=l 
k t t 
{O(U) = ~ O[i~(Wi) ~- ~ OliWi "l- ~ ~i({O(Wi)--Wi) "l- ~ ~i(Wi'~({O(Wi)--Wi)) • 
i=l i=-I i=l i>t 
For each l<_i<_t we have ~P(Wi)-wieFp+ l and for each i>t ,  wi~Fp+ 1 and 
~(Wj) -- W i ~ Fdeg wi + l ~ Fp 4- l ° It follows that l((o(u)) = l(u). 
(b) It follows easily from (a) that ~p is an isomorphism. 
(c) Now Fnl ..... nk is a graded subalgebra of F= (~i>l Fi" Thus if u ~ Fn, ..... nk, then 
l (u)eFn, ..... ~k" Also since Z~X,  we have Ln~ ..... n,=,LNFn, ..... nk" Let U=,Ln~ ..... nk, 
V=Fn~ ..... nk and B=An,  ..... nk" Clearly we have AN V~_B. Let a~AN V and a~O. 
Then there is 0:# u eL  such that (p(u)= a. Let u = ul + ... + us where ul, .. . ,  us are 
homogeneous and degu l<. . .<degus .  We prove by induction on l<_i<_s that 
{0(Ui) E B. 
Let i = 1. l(a) = l((o(u)) = I(u) = ul. Since a ~ V, we have Ul = l(a) ~ V. So u 1 
,LN V= U. So ~o(ul)¢~(u)=B. 
Let 1 < i < s. Let us assume that ~ (ul) , . . . ,  ~o (ui) ~ B c_ A N V. Then d = a - c ¢ A CI V 
where c=~o(ul) + ... + (o(ui). So d=~o(ui+l + ... +us)eAr l  V. As in the case i= 1 we 
find that (o(Ui+l)~B. It follows that a=(o(u)~B.  So A~ V=B.  [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let  F be a free,Lie algebra and Y c_ F such that Y is linearly independent 
modulo F 2. Let  A be the algebra generated by Y. Then 
(a) A is a free ,Lie algebra and Y is a free generating set fo r  A ,  
(b) For any sequence {n l , . . , , n k } o f  integers >2 we have A CI Fn~ ..... nk = A n, ..... nk " 
Proof. Clearly we may assume without loss of generality that Y is finite and Y,: ~, 
since A is free on Y if and only if every subalgebra ( Y' ) generated by a finite subset 
Y' of Y is free on Y', and each element in ANFn,  ..... n~ belongs to (Y ' ) f ' lFn,  ..... nk 
for a finite subset Y' of Y. 
Let Y= {Yl , . . . ,  Ym } and Z be a free generating set for F. There is a finite subset 
Z'  of Z such that Yg Span Z'+F2.  Let Z'= {zl, ... ,zs} andyi= ~=1 aijzj+j~ where 
f i eF  2 and 1 <_i<_m. Since Y+F2 is linearly independent and contained in the vec- 
tor space (Span Z'+F2)/F2 whose basis is Z'+F2,  we have m_<s. 
It follows that the matrix M(au)  has rank m. Let us assume without loss of 
generality that the matrix N=(a~i), 1 <i<_m, 1 <_j<_m, is invertible. I f  we set xi= 
~=1 aijzj for l<_ i<m and X=Z\{z l , . . . ,Zm}U{x l , . . . ,Xm},  then one can easily 
show that X is also a free generating set for F and Yi -X i  ~ F2 for 1 _ i _  m. 
Now the lemma easily follows from the previous one. [] 
Theorem 2.3. Let F be a f ree Lie algebra o f  rank > 2 and let L be a subalgebra o f  
F such that F2,2 ~ L. Then L/F~,2 is f ree metabelian i f  and only i f  there is a set 
Y ~ L which is linearly independent modulo F 2 and (Y )  + F2.2 = L, where ]YI > 2. 
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Proof. Suppose Y~ L and Y is linearly independent modulo F 2. Assume that 
L = < Y) + F2, 2- Then 
L/F2,2 ~" < Y) /(< Y) N F2, 2) = < Y) /( Y)2, 2. 
Thus L/F2,2 is free metabelian and Y is a free generating set of L/F~2. 
Conversely suppose that L/F~2 is free metabelian. This means that either 
L/F2,2=O, in which case we take Y=O or L/F2,2 is isomorphic to M/M2,2 for 
some free Lie algebra M of rank _>2. Let ~0 :L/F~2--,M/M2,2 be an isomorphism 
and Z be a free generating set for M. Since [ZI_>2, M2/M2,2 is infinite dimen- 
sional, hence ~o-I(M2/M2,2)=L2+F2,2/F2,2 is also infinite dimensional. Since 
L2 + F2,2 ~ L NF2, we have ~o((L NF2)/F2,2) is not one-dimensional and abelian. So 
~o((LNF2)/F2,2) c_M2/M2,2, i.e., LNF2=L2 + F2,2. We thus get LNF2=L2 + F~, 2. 
Now let Yc_ L be such that ~P(Y+F2,2)=Z+M2,2. Then Y+F2,2 is linearly indepen- 
dent modulo (L2+F~2)/F2,2=(LNF2)/F2,2 . So Y is linearly independent modulo 
LNF2. Also <Y)+F2,2=L. In particular, since ~o(Y+F2,2)=Z+M2,2, Y+F2,2 is a 
free generating set for L/F2,2. [] 
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be finearly independent modulo F2 in a free Lie algebra F. Then 
< Y)2 is generated by a subset Z c_ < Y)2 such that Z is linearly independent modulo 
F2,2. 
Proof. Let Z be any free generating set for <Y)2. Let Zl, . . . ,z , ,eZ and let 
al, ..., an e K be such that alzl + "'" + a,,zn e F2,2. Then alZl + "'" + anzn ~ (Y)  CIF2,2 = 
(Y)2,2. Hence al=a2 = ' ' '=an=0.  [] 
Lemma 2.5. Let F be a free Lie algebra on X and let Z= {z+fz: zeX,  fzeF2} be 
a subset of  F which is linearly independent modulo F2. I f  L = <Z )+ F2 is an ideal 
in F, then L = F. 
Proof. Let u=z+ fz~L  and f~F .  Then uf=(z+ f2 ) feLNF2=L 2. If fc~L, then 
u =z+fzEL2  [1]. But this is a contradiction. Hence feL  and L =F. [] 
Theorem 2.6. Let F be a free Lie algebra and let Y be a subset o fF  which is linearly 
independent modulo F2 and [Y[>_2. I f  L=< Y) + F2,2 is an ideal in F, then L=F. 
Proof. We have L 2 C Y2+F2,2. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we get 
L NF2=L2 + F2,2= (~ Y)2 + F2,2. 
Now let X be a free generating set for F. Then each element y e Y can be uniquely 
written as y = ay+ by where ay is of order 1 with respect to X and by eF2. Let 
A = {ay: y e Y} and let F 1 be the set of all order 1 elements. Then A ~ F l and A is 
linearly independent since Y is linearly independent modulo F2. Let A ~ Z ~ F 1 and 
let Z be a maximal linearly independent set. Then by Lemma 2.1 Z is a basis of 
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F/F 2 modulo F2. Thus if xeX,  then xeSpanZ+F 2. So there exist zl, . . . ,ZneZ, 
a~,..., an eK  such that 
m 
X-- ~ ctiziEF2N(FIU{o})=O. 
i=l  
Thus x~ (Z).  So F= <Z), i.e., Z is also a free generating set for F. Thus without 
loss of generality Y= {X+fx: x~A} for a subset A ~X and fx~F2 for each xeA.  
Now let xeX and z~A\{x} .  Then 
(z+fz)xEF2NL = ( Y)2 +F2,2 C_ ( Y)2 +F3.  
Let us well-order Y so that z +fz is the smallest element and let [ /be  a Hall basis 
on Y. Then each element ue(Y)2  can be written as u=~,in=laiwi+o where 
oE(Y)  2 and :wiE]~f'I(Y)2 and wt, . . . ,w n are distinct. Each wi is of the form 
wi=(ai+fa,)(bi+fb,) whereai+fo,<b~+fb,. Now let H be a Hall basis of F with 
respect o X and assume that a +fa < b +fb i ff  a < b, which is clearly possible, then 
n we have zx=u+g where uE(Y)  2 and geF  3. Let u= Ei=l ai(ai+ fa,)(bi+ fb,)+o 
where ai<bi, ai, biEA and 0E(Y)  3. Then 
n 
ZX= ~., aiaib i modulo  F 3. 
i=1  
Since elements in Hf3F2 are linearly independent modulo F 3, we obtain z = ai, 
x=b i and a i= 1 for some i and a j=0 for a l l j .  Thus we conclude that Xc_.A, i.e., 
X=A.  Hence Y={x+ fx :xeX,  fx~.F2}. Since L2=LNF2=(Y)2+F2,  is an ideal 
in F 2, by Lemma 2.5 we have 
L2 = ( Y)2 + F2,2 = F2 • 
This yields L =F  [1], [] 
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